
THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

A LLEN Karn of Allen's Coin Shop in Westerville, Ohio,
recently purchased the vast small-size note collection
assembled by the late Leon Goodman. Karn publicly

exposed this lode at the November 30-December 3, 1989,
St. Louis paper money convention. Leon, who years ago oper-
ated under the banner of Elgee Coins in New York City, was
a pioneer small-size note variety specialist and one of the
earliest serial number block collectors. He is the Goodman
in the Goodman, Schwartz, and O'Donnell early editions of
the Standard Handbook of Modern United States Paper
Money. The sale of his collection has been eagerly anticipated
by small-size note collectors yearning to see rarities that were
put away during the dawn of serious small-size note variety
and block collecting. Leon was foremost among a tiny circle
of collectors who opened that field in the late 1950s. This col-
lector was not disappointed by what spilled out of endless
boxes of material at Karn's table. Just one small segment of
his holdings yielded the greatest concentration of rare, $5 FRN
(Federal Reserve Note) mules ever assembled.

While the memory of the Goodman material is still fresh,
the time is ripe for a survey of the $5 FRN mules. Adding to
this information are recent independent $5 Philadelphia FRN
Series of 1934A and 1934C mule finds by David Klein
(RaBenco) and some very revealing discoveries in old Bureau
of Engraving and Printing plate records. Synthesizing these
materials is the objective of this article.

$5 Federal
Reserve
Mules
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MULES
A mule is a small-size note that has a micro-size plate number
on one side and a macro-size plate number on the other. See
Figure 1, which compares the sizes of the plate numbers. Mules
came about as a result of the decision in 1937 to increase the
size of plate numbers. The first macro plate made was $1 SC
Series of 1935A face plate 1, which was sent to press on
January, 6, 1938. The change to larger plate numbers was suffi-
ciently important to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
(BEP) that the series letters on face plates for all classes and
denominations were advanced by one letter on the new macro
plates even though the treasury signatures—Julian and
Morganthau—did not change. Normally series letters were ad-
vanced only when one or both signatures changed. Thus the
$ Is went from Series of 1935 to Series of 1935A. The plate
numbers on the back plates were also increased in size.

The BEP produced a steady stream of mules between 1938
and 1953. These resulted from the concurrent use of new
macro plates and obsolete micro plates. Numerous 12-subject
micro plates, both faces and backs, continued to be sent to
press until they wore out or were made useless by changes
in machinery. Consequently, there were innumerable oppor-
tunities for micro plate numbers on one side of a sheet mated
with macro numbers on the other side. Mules were the result.
The last micro plates to be phased out were $50 and $100
micro backs in July, 1953. These were rendered unusable with
the conversion from 12- to 18-subject presses. These last $50
and $100 micro backs found themselves matched with FRN
Series of 1950 faces, which of course carried macro plate
numbers!

$ 5 FRN MULES
There are four possible classes of $5 FRN mules: (1) micro

Series of 1934 faces mated with macro backs (brown seal Se-
ries of 1934 Hawaii mules are a subset of this class), (2) macro
Series of 1934A New York faces mated with regular run micro
backs from an old stockpile, (3) macro Series of 1934A, B and
C faces mated with micro back plate 637, and (4) macro Se-
ries of 1934C faces mated with micro back plate 629. Of these,
no notes from class two are presently known, although it is
highly probable that some were printed.

All of the $5 FRN mules carry pale blue-green seals except
for the Hawaii's. No yellow-green seal $5 FRN mules were
printed.

YELLOW-GREEN AND BLUE-GREEN SEALS
There are two major seal varieties on the Series of 1934 FRNs,
the earlier carry vivid yellow-green seals, and the later carry
pale blue-green seals of which various shades exist. As closely
as I can pinpoint it, the change in seal color took place in
1938, probably in the late fall.

Macro plates, both backs and faces, were placed in produc-
tion prior to the Federal Reserve seal color change. By late
1938, many macro plates were in use including those used
to print the $10 and $20 denomination FRNs. Obviously op-
portunities existed for the creation of both Series of 1934 and
1934A FRN mules with yellow-green seals. Examples of muled
yellow-green seal $10 1934, $10 1934A and $20 1934 do in
fact exist. However, no $5 FRN yellow-green seal mules have
ever been found. This fact has puzzled this researcher for
years. We finally know why.
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Figure I. Comparison between micro, intermediate, and macro
size plate numbers.

Plate records showing when the various plates were on the
presses reveal that no $5 FRNs were printed between May 20,
1937 and July 10, 1941 (see Table 1). This gap precluded the
production of $5 yellow-green seal mules in either Series of
1934 or 1934A. The gap also precluded yellow-green seal Se-
ries of 1934A non-mules as well. The reasons are these. Se-
ries of 1934A $5 FRN plates did not go to press until 1941,
three years after the color change. Although macro $5 backs
were placed in production beginning March 16, 1938, before
the color change, no Series of 1934 $5 FRN faces were then
in use to create yellow-green seal mules from them.

COMMON BLUE-GREEN SEAL AND
HAWAII 1934 MULES

The most common $5 mules are Series of 1934 FRN micro
faces mated with macro backs that were overprinted with
blue-green seals or Hawaii brown seals. These were produced
from July 11, 1941 (New York) until January 23, 1946 (Rich-
mond). Series of 1934 85 FRN mules for all districts, including
the Hawaii printings, were produced in large quantities as a
result of the long survival and use of the Series of 1934 face
plates. Therefore, these mules, all bearing the Julian-Morgan-
thau signature combination, are among the most common of
the $5 FRNs.

YELLOW-GREEN BACKS AND
STOCKPILED $5 BACKS

The backs of the early Series of 1934 FRNs and the backs of
other classes of currency of similar vintage were printed using
a very distinctive soft-appearing yellow-green ink. This ink
was superseded by a deep bluish-green in. The transition oc-
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Figure 2. Graphical display of the overlaps between the productions of various design elements on $5 1934 series Federal Reserve notes.
Large letters in right column are district letters. Heavy horizontal arrows show usage of serial number block letters.

How to use this graph: A vertical line through a date passes through all design components then in use. Example: What types of $5
FRNs were being printed for Boston in 1944? Draw a vertical line connecting 1944 top to bottom on the right side of the graph. Notice
that next to district letter A it passes through (1) AA block, (2) 1934 faces, (3) 1934A faces, and at the bottom it passes through (4) blue-
green back ink, (5) macro backs, (6) blue-green seals. Result: Two types of Boston $ 5s were in production in the AA block in 1944—Series
of 1934 mules and Series of 1934A non-mules—both had blue-green seals and the backs utilized blue-green ink.
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Table 2. $5 Federal Reserve Series of 1934 non-mule blue-green and brown seal faces
printed in 1941 and 1942 on stockpiled micro yellow-green backs printed
between 1932 and 1937. Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (undated).

Back Face Use for blue-green or
Serial Plate Use Plate brown seals

A00088170* 599 Oct 18, 1934 - Nov 7., 1.934 L6 Dec 1, 1941 Jan 13, 1942

C06986682A 779 Feb 4, 1936 - Jul 15, 1937 F15 Jul 22, 1942 Oct 	 5, 1942

C07348236A 702 Nov 29, 1935 - Jul 26, 1937 F12 Jul 22, 1942 Dec 	 31, 1942

E00021980* 441 Jun 21, 1932 - Dec 5, 1935 H13 Feb 26, 1942 Jan 23, 1946

G10675967A 653 Jan 24, 1936 - Jun 30, 1937 E35 Mar 6, 1942 Nov 17, 1942

L12748235A 782 Feb 5, 1936 - Aug 17, 1937 K24 Jun 6 , 1942 Nov 24, 1942
(Hawaii)

cured between the beginning of the $1 SC Series of 1935A,
KB block, and the end of the LB block, respectively numbered
between November 5, 1940 and February 25, 1941. No $5
FRNs were being printed during this period, yet yellow-green
$5 backs add much to our story.

One most interesting fact is that $5 yellow-green backs
bearing micro back plate numbers are found mated with some
$5 FRN Series of 1934 faces printed in 1941 and 1942. See
Table 2 for six examples. Because $5 regular micro back plates
were last used on February 14, 1940, and the yellow-green
inks were last used near the end of 1940, the appearance of
these yellow-green backs with 1941 and 1942 vintage faces
demonstrates conclusively that a stockpile of old $5 micro
backs existed. As shown in Table 2, the observed backs from
this stockpile were printed from plates in use between 1932
and 1937.

Exactly when this store of backs first began to be accumu-
lated or when it was first tapped is unknown; however, with-
drawals from it lasted until about August of 1942. The
important fact for the discussion at hand is that the stockpile
extended the use of yellow-green micro backs through the
summer of 1942. This meant that $5 mules did not cease with

Table 	 3. 	 Plate

Plate 629

records 	 for $5 micro back plates 629 and 637.

Begun: Dec 6,	 1933

Finished: Dec 29, 	 1933

Press Run Reentered' 	 Certified

Nov 17,

Cancelled:

1947

Feb

- Feb 	 2,

17, 	 1948

1948 	 Feb	 3, 	 1948

Plate 637

Begun: Jan 24, 	 1935

Finished: Nov 10, 	 1944

Press runs Reentered 	 Certified

Jun 	 23, 1945 - Sep 24, 1945 	 Sep 	 25, 	 1945 	 Nov 28,	 1945
Nov 30, 1945 - Jan 23, 1946
Feb 	 8, 1946 - Mar 	 7, 1946
Mar 12, 1946 - Jun 11, 1946
Jun 17, 1946 - Jul 22, 1946 	 Jul 23, 	 1946 	 Aug 19, 	 1946
Aug 23, 1946 - Oct 	 17, 1946
Oct 	 21, 1946 - Nov 	 1, 1946 	 Nov 	 4,	 1946 	 Nov 20, 1946
Nov 26, 1946 - Feb 13, 1947	 Feb 14, 	 1947 	 Feb 27, 	 1947
Feb 28, 1947 - Jul	 17, 1947	 Jul 	 18, 	 1947	 Aug 	 4,	 1947
Aug 19, 1947 - Nov 12, 1947
Feb 13, 1948 - Sep 24, 1948	 Sep 27, 	 1948 	 Oct 	 7, 	 1948
Oct 	 19, 1948 - Mar 	 8, 1949 	 Mar	 9, 	 1949 	 Apr 	 5, 	 1949
Apr	 8,

Cancelled:

1949

Jun

- Jun 15,

16,	 1949

1949

aReentered means the design is repressed into the plate from a roll to
sharpen details that show wear.

the last printings from micro back 905 on February 14, 1940;
rather, micro back mules continued to be produced for an-
other two years.

Notice that the use of the stockpiled micro backs over-
lapped the resumption of $5 FRN printings on July 11, 1941.
Such usage resulted first in the production of the very scarce
$5 FRN Series of 1934 unmuled notes with blue-green seals,
and next in the possibility of some $5 FRN Series of 1934A
mules from New York beginning on July 31, 1941.

$5 SERIES OF 1934A MULES FROM
STOCKPILED MICRO BACKS

Notice from Table 7 and Figure 2 that the last of the stock-
piled regular run micro backs overlap the first printings from
$5 Series of 1934A New York faces by slightly over one year.
Although no examples have been reported, it is highly likely
that some mules were created through the mating of some $5
Series of 1934A New York faces with stockpiled micro backs.

If such a mule is found, it will carry a back printed between
1932 and 1937. Its back will be a distinctive soft-appearing
yellow-green. The seal will be blue-green. This mule will differ
from the 637 1934A mules treated in the next section by
having a yellow-green back rather than a bluish-green back
as found on the 637s. I would classify it as a distinct type as
a result.

SERIES OF 1934A, B AND C MULES
WITH MICRO BACK 637

Probably the greatest $5 back plate ever made was plate 637.
This plate was begun on January 24, 1935, but not completed
until November 10, 1944. It was, of course, begun during the
micro era and was completed as such almost seven years after
the first $5 macro back had been made. No other $5 micro
backs were then in use, the last having left the presses in 1940.

Back plate 637 was placed in service in 1945 and began to
produce strange and wonderful mules. As shown in Table 3,
this remarkable plate saw almost continuous service from June
23, 1945 until June 15, 1949. During this four year period,
impressions from it found themselves mated with all sorts of
faces in the silver certificate, legal tender, and Federal Reserve
series. A listing of possible and known matings appears in
Table 4.

Micro back 637 produced $5 Federal Reserve mules in the
1934A, 1934B and 1934C series. All are rare. The $5 Series
of 1934A FRN mules rank as the rarest mule type ever
produced in any series or denomination. Only four have been
discovered to date, two from New York in the BB block, one
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Table 4.	 Possible 	 and 	 reported	 $5 	 varieties 	 from
micro back plates 	 629 	 and 	 637 	 (revised).

Table 5. 	 Verified $5 Series of 	 1934A. B end C Federal Reserve mules.

Underlined blocks are known 	 to exist.
Serial	 Plates 	 Grade

Plate Class 	 Series 	 District 	 Type	 Serial Blocks
Series of 	 1934A

629 SC 	 1934C 	 mule 	 MA, NA, 	 *A
LT	 1928E 	 mule 	 HA, 	 sA

B63063567b 	 C160/637 	 AU
B69708310B	 D159/637 	 VF 	 G000man

FRN 	 1934C	 A	 mule 	 AA, A* C69052070A 	 H80/637
B 	 mule 	 BC, 	 B* L01212949. 	 A90/637 	 XF
C	 mule 	 CA, 	 C*

mule 	 DA, 	 D* Series of 1934B
E	 mule 	 EA, 	 Es
F	 mule 	 FA, 	 F*

mule 	 GB, 	 G*
A54375901A 	 A96/637 	 VF
B94911759B	 637

H	 mule 	 HA, 	 H*
mule 	 IA, 	 I*

D60641001A 	 C49/637 	 Goodman
G21370363B 	 637 	 CU

J	 mule 	 JA, 	 1*
K	 mule 	 KA,

mule 	 LB,	 T.

H54567383A 	 K95/637	 CU
H54567384A 	 L95/637 	 CU
I18105713A 	 637	 F
L01597562B	 B166/637 	 VG 	 Goodman
L029671220 	 H149/637 	 CU

637 SC 	 1934A 	 mule 	 KA, 	 LA, 	 *A L01359866. 	 637 	 CU
1934B 	 mule 	 KA, LA, 	 *A L01359867• 	 637 	 CU
7934C 	 mule 	 LA, MA, NA, 	 PA,

LT	 1928C 	 non-mule 	 GA, 	 *A
*A

Series of 1934C

1928D 	 mule 	 GA, 	 *A
1928E 	 mule 	 GA, 	 HA, 	 *A A54870831A 	 C127/637 	 F	 Goodman

FRN 	 1934 	 A	 non-mule 	 AA, 	 As B22594851C 	 1257/629	 VG 	 Goodman

B	 non-mule 	 BB, 	 B* B42196541C 	 E263/637	 VC, 	 Goodman

C	 non-mule 	 CA, 	 C* B45409229C 	 E257/637 	 AU

D	 non-mule 	 DA, 	 D*
non-mule 	 EA, 	 E*

C0M:136000B 	 F135/637 	 CU
D77184218A 	 B71/637 	 AU 	 Goodman
G31475153B 	 E216/637 	 VG	 Goodman

F 	 non-mule 	 FA, F* G45417717B 	 1219/629 	 VG
H	 non-mule 	 HA, 	 II* G61015789B 	 637 	 VG
J	 non-mule 	 JA, J* G646330878 	 229/637

I934A 	 A	 mule 	 AA, 	 A* H70831511A
B	 mule 	 BB,	 Bs I20058699A 	 141/637	 Goodman
C	 mule 	 CA, 	 C*

mule	 DA, 	 D*
E 	 mule	 EA, 	 E*

J31266251A 	 637 	 VG

from Philadelphia in the CA block, and one star from San Fran-
F	 mule 	 FA, 	 F*

mule 	 GA,	 GB, 	 G*
H	 mule 	 HA, 	 H*
L	 mule 	 LA, 	 LB, L*

cisco. The $5 1934B and C mules can hardly be called
common. Presently, many of the reported examples are
unique on a district by district basis! A listing of reported Se-

1934B 	 A	 mule 	 AA, A*
B	 mule 	 BB, 	 B* ries of 1934A, B and C 637 $5 FRN mules appears in Table 5.
B 212	 mule 	 BB, 	 B*
C	 mule 	 CA, 	 C* SERIES OF 1934C MULES WITH
D	 mule 	 DA, 	 D*
E	 mule 	 EA,	 E*

MICRO BACK 629
F	 mule 	 FA, 	 F*

mule 	 GB, G*
H	 mule 	 HA, H*
I	 mule 	 IA, 	 I*

J	 mule 	 JA, 1*

Back plate 629 was completed normally on December 29,
1933. It was, of course, a micro back plate. It sat around un-
used for 14 years in the BEP plate vault. For some unknown
reason, it was resurrected in 1947 and sent to press on

L	 mule 	 LA, LB, Ls November 17! Its first and only press hitch lasted just two-
1934C 	 A	 mule 	 AA, A*

B	 mule 	 BB,	 BC, 	 B* and-a-half months. Next it was reentered to prolong its life.
C 	 mule 	 CA, 	 CB, C* However, it was never recertified for use because the engraved
D	 mule 	 DA, Ds
E	 mule 	 EA, 	 E*
F	 mule 	 FA, 	 F*

mule 	 GB, G*

lines in its margins to guide trimming differed from those on
the then current plates. Rather, it was withdrawn from fur-
ther service and cancelled. Notice from Table 3 that through

H	 mule 	 HA, 	 HB, Us
I	 mule 	 IA,	 I*
J	 mule 	 JA, J*

chance its stint of service coincided with one short period
when 637 was not in use.

K	 mule 	 KA, Ks
L	 mule 	 LB, 	 L* Mules from plate 629 are rare owing to its short service. Its

impressions can be found mated with $5 Series of 1928E legal
tender notes, Series of 1934C silver certificates, and very in-

Table 6. 	 Plate record for 55 Series of 1934E New York Federal frequently with Series of 1934C Federal Reserve notes. Two
Reserve face plate 212 which had intermediate size
plate numbers. 	 Data from Huntoon 	 (1984).

629 $5 Series 1934C FRN mules have been located as shown
in Table 5. They are ultimate rarities arising from the most

Plate 212 unusual of circumstances.
Begun: Oct 9, 	 1945

Finisned: Nov 7, 1945

Press runs Reentered Certified

Nov 	 7, 1945 	 - Jan 22, 1946
Feb 	 26, 1946 - Mar 	 6, 1946
Mar 13, 1946 - Mar 26, 1946
Apr 23, 1946 - May 10, 1946 May 13, 1946 Jun 	 6, 	 1946
Oct 25, 1946 - Oct 	 31, 1946
Nov 	 4,

Cancelled:

1946 -

Sep

Nov 14,

8, 1946

1946

LEON GOODMAN'S RARE FRN MULES
The $5 FRN 1934A, B and C mules owned by Leon Goodman
are identified in Table 5. Notice that he had a third of the
reported total. His notes comprise most of the valid sightings
listed in the O'Donnell catalogs.

Probably the two greatest $5 FRN mules owned by
Goodman are the $5 1934A—his was the first ever
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$5 FRN Series of 1934C C00036000B mule
with micro back plate 637. This mule was
created very near the end of the life of 637
but just as the CB block went to press. This
discovery by David Klein adds a new
block to the 637 census.

$ 5 FRN Series of 1934C B22594851C mule
with micro back plate 629. This is only the
second reported S5 FRN 629 mule, having
been printed during the short period
November 17, 1947-February 2, 1948. (Ex
Leon Goodman collection.)

$5 FRN Series of 1934A B69708310B mule
with micro back plate 63 7. This was the
discovery note for this type. Now four are
known to exist. (Ex Leon Goodman col-
lection.)

Very scarce $ 5 FRN Series of 193-4 blue-
green seal non-mule. The face was printed
aroundJuly or August, 1942. The yellow-
green back from micro plate 702 was
printed between November 29, 1935 and
July 26, 1937, then stockpiled for later use.
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Table 7. Chronology of events that shaped the 1934 series $5 Federal Reserve
printings.

Oct 13, 1934
	

first Series of 1934 face used with yellow-green seals goes
to press.

May 19, 1937
	

last Series of 1934 face used with yellow-green seals leaves
press.

Mar 16, 1938
	

first macro back goes to press.

late 1938
	

seal color changed from yellow-green to blue-green.

Feb 14, 1940
	

last micro back leaves press.

Nov 1940-
Feb 1941
	

back ink changed from yellow-green to blue-green.

1941
	

stockpile of old yellow-green micro backs printed between 1932
and 1937 sent into face production.

Jul 11, 1941
	

first Series of 1934 face used with blue-green seals goes to
press.

Jul 31, 1941 	 first Series of 1934A face goes to press.

Jun 6, 1942 	 Hawaii printings begin.

Aug-Sep 1942
	

stockpile of old yellow-green micro backs printed between 1932
and 1937 is depleted.

May 30, 1944
	

last Hawaii delivered. *

Jun 23, 1945
	

micro back 637 goes to press.

Nov 7, 1945
	

first Series of 1934B face goes to press.

Nov 7, 1945
	

intermediate Series of 1934B New York face 212 goes to press.

Jan 23, 1946
	

last Series of 1934 face leaves press.

Jul 24, 1946
	

last Series of 1934A face leaves press.

Oct 29, 1946
	

first Series of 1934C face goes to press.

Nov 14, 1946
	

intermediate Series of 1934B New York face 212 leaves press.

Feb 24, 1947
	

last Series of 1934B face leaves press.

Nov 17, 1947
	

micro back 629 goes to press.

Feb 2, 1948
	

micro back 629 leaves press.

Jun 15, 1949
	

micro back 637 leaves press.
*

Jan 3, 1950
	

first Series of 1934D delivered.

Jan 31, 1951
	

last Series of 1934D delivered. *

May 28, 1951
	

last Series of 1934C face leaves press.

* From Shafer (1967).

Table 8. Types in the 1934 series Federal Reserve note issues
including varieties, and the years when printed.

Indicates none have been reported.

1934 non-mule yellow-green seal yellow-green back
	

1934-1937

1934 non-mule blue-green seal 	 yellow-green back
	

1941-1942

1934 non-mule Hawaii brown seal yellow-green back
	

1942

1934 mule 	 blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1941-1946

1934 mule 	 Hawaii brown seal blue-green back
	

1942-1943

1934A non-mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1941-1946

1934A non-mule Hawaii brown seal blue-green back
	

1943-1944

* 1934A mule
	

blue-green seal 	 yellow-green back
	

1941-1942

1934A 637 mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1945-1946

1934E non-mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1945-1947

1934B NY 212 	 blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1945-1946

1934E 637 mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1945-1947

1934B 212/637 blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1945-1946

1934C non-mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1946-1951

1934C 629 mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1947-1948

1934C 637 mule blue-green seal	 blue-green back
	

1946-1949

1934D non-mule blue-green seal 	 blue-green back
	

1950-1951

discovered—and the 1934C with back plate 629. The latter
is the second of its type to be recorded. Until it appeared in
Karn's stock, no one suspected that it existed because

Goodman never told anyone he had one! Notice also that his
1934B DA, and 1934C AA, DA and IA mules currently rank
as unique for those districts.

KLEIN'S $5 PHILADELPHIA MULES
Dave Klein recently discovered two important S5 Philadel-
phia mules, each from entirely different sources. The most
significant is the fourth known $5 Series of 1934A 637 mule,
serial C69052070A, which adds a new district to the 1934A
census. The other is a $5 FRN Series of 1934C 637 mule
bearing serial C00036000B. The CB block went to press just
before micro back 637 was retired. As luck would have it,
some Series of 1934C CB mules were printed. I had not an-
ticipated the 1934C CB variety in my previous research. Finds
like these continue to surprise, amaze and delight even the
most seasoned of us.

A REMOTELY POSSIBLE $5 FRN MULE
FRN $5 Series of 1934B New York face plate 212 bears a very
distinctive intermediate size plate number halfway in size be-
tween a micro and macro (see Figure 1). This plate was used
between November 7, 1945, and November 14, 1946 (Table
6), a period that was entirely overlapped by the usage of $5
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micro back plate 637. Obviously it is possible that a 212/637
could exist. None are presently known. Such a note would
be a great find, marrying as it would two fascinating varie-
ties on one note!

CONCLUSION
The most challenging mules to collect are the $5s because
there are so many different possibilities (see Tables 7 and 8).
Many owe their origins to the most unusual circumstances at-
tending micro back plates 629 and 637 between 1946 and
1949. Micro backs 629 and 637 produced the rarest of the
$5 Federal Reserve mules. Back 637 is found on Series of
1934A, B and C mules; 629 on 1934Cs.

As a type note, the $5 FRN Series of 1934A ranks as the
rarest mule variety. With only four known, they eclipse the
super-rare $2 Series of 1928C legal tender mules (micro face,
macro back) and $10 Series of 1934 North Africa (yellow seal)
silver certificate mules (micro face, macro back). The four
known $5 FRN Series of 1934A mules are from micro back
plate 637. They were printed in 1945-6 and carry blue-green
backs. Muled Series of 1934A $5 New York FRNs of 1941-2
vintage are also possible. These would have utilized stockpiled
micro backs printed between 1932 and 1937 so their backs,
if one is ever found, will have the earlier yellow-green ink.

No $5 FRN yellow-green seal Series of 1934 mules, 1934A
mules, or 1934A non-mules are possible because there were
no $5 FRN printings between May 20,1937 and July 10,1941.
The yellow-green seals were phased out sometime in late
1938, almost three years before the first S5 FRN Series of
1934A face plates went to press. Macro back $5s were first
printed in March, 1938, but no Series of 1934 face plates were
in use then to allow for the creation of mules with yellow-
green seals. When production of Series of 1934 $5 FRN faces
resumed in 1941, the seal color had been changed to blue-
green. Thus all the $5 FRN Series of 1934 mules bear blue-
green seals.
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The Day

S pinner
 puttered
	 Again

by DAVID RAY ARNOLD, Jr.

Names to conjure with, so the saying goes. There are
many such names for the ardent collector: not among
the least of which is the magic Chittenden-Spinner. For-
tunate holders of early United States paper money
bearing that signature combination have been be-
queathed the very hand and seal of two outstanding
fiscal officers serving under Abraham Lincoln.

UCIUS E. Chittenden was Register of the Treasury
from April 17,1861 to August 10,1864, in association
with Francis E. Spinner, Treasurer. Chittenden tells in

his personal reminiscences of the assertion that Lincoln re-
fused to take his salary of $25,000 in greenbacks, insisting
instead that he receive gold certificates. It was said publicly
that at the same time Union soldiers were forced to accept
the greenbacks at a 50 percent discount, and further, that
Jefferson Davis was paid in depreciated Confederate notes.

Spinner was infuriated by the accusation about Lincoln. The
fiercely loyal Treasurer said that since he could not kill the
rascal whose newspaper article he had seen, he could at least
"step on his lie," for lie it was. Lincoln was paid monthly by
Treasury draft, and the President had not so much as collected
the money, preferring to leave it in the Treasury.

There was only a short period during which these events
could have occurred. It was some time after the authorizing
Act that any certificates were issued, and Lincoln was shot
on April 14,1865.

This was neither the first nor the last of typical Spinner ex-
plosions, for the fuses between his conceptions and his reac-
tions were short, dry, and half flashpowder. Spinner served
with three more Registers, but true to form, it was a differ-
ence of opinion that brought about his resignation in 1875.

The calm, controlled Chittenden described the Treasurer
only as "forthright," and his lurid language as "colorful," not
profane. Chittenden admired and respected Spinner, calling
him "that grand old man."

Recall of this anecdote is timely in view of what some see
as a revival of interest in gold certificates. Spinner's signature,
of course, appears on the earlier examples; all now very rare.

More will he heard about gold certificates in days to come.
The aristocrat of paper money was a desirable instrument at
its beginning in 1863, and it still is.
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